Cat Haiku

This humorous collection of 150 haikus
captures the psyche of cats, and distills the
essence of kitty behavior in the
five-seven-five scheme of classic Japanese
poetry. The poems are accompanied by line
drawings.

The rule for today Touch my tail, I shred your hand New rule tomorrow In deep sleep hear sound cat vomit hairball
somewhere will find in morning Cat, fearlessHaiku Cats: Haiku Cat Poems from a Very Mystical Cat [Peggy Stevens]
on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. If You Love Cats, These Haiku Do you believe cats dont have deep
thoughts? Think again. Here are 10 poems penned by kitties.Cat Haiku has 111 ratings and 17 reviews. Gerry said: In
this little bookMy feline wit and wisdom isSo clearly shown - so there! [Sorry, the book unfor It may look like your cat
is staring out into space -- but shes secretly composing a haiku! Here are 10 more works penned by kitties.Cat haiku.
haiku [HAHY-koo] noun a Japanese lyric verse form having three unrhymed lines of five, seven, and five syllables,
traditionally invoking an aspect For National Haiku Day, we thought it might be fun to interview the creative felines
behind Haiku by Cat. Below is a transcript from a recent Editors note: This is the first in a series of cat-parody poetry
by Susan C. Willett of the blog Life With Dogs and Cats. Its our most recent additionCat Haiku [Deborah Coates] on .
*FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. This humorous collection of 150 haikus captures the psyche of cats, andThe cat
has been with us since time began. Enigmatic, independent, surprising, single-minded, loving - cats too can be a mans
best friend. The haiku is an For the first week of the Denver Post LifeStyle sections $25 Haiku Contest, 5-7-5 verse
flowed into the e-mail box like a gush of fresh cream.Even the masterful hunters of Haiku by Cat occasionally fail when
stalking their prey. Haiku by Haiku by Cat: 5 Celebrations of International Haiku Poetry Day. Haiku poetry is an
ancient Japanese art form that captures a feeling about nature in a few short lines. Here are some haiku about cats, a few
byCat Haiku [Deborah Coates] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. The cat has been with us since time began.
Enigmatic, independentThe latest Tweets from Haiku Cats (@Haiku_Cats): #SmilePowerDay Dont forget to #smile
#haiku #cats #Power of the #Smile #Glee #cat #art #Collage What nicer way could there be to spend a morning than
cuddled up in a big chair with a hot cup of coffee or soothing tea, and a lovely book ofTodays Haiku is by Dawn. Thats
one of the best things about cats. Theyre self-cleaning. Theyre also: Solar powered Rechargeable Portable Self-warming.
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